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Addressing widespread trauma is crucial for any society emerging from mass atrocities. 
Advocates of  criminal accountability processes contend that trials can help victims heal 
from trauma by providing justice and enabling at least some survivors to tell their stories. 
Numerous studies, however, suggest that involving victims in judicial proceedings carries 
real risks of  retraumatization if  the proceedings are not appropriately designed and 
conducted. Moreover, trauma can impact survivor testimony and thus the efficiency and 
credibility of  the judicial proceedings. This chapter discusses and critiques the efforts of  the 
Extraordinary Chambers in the Courts of  Cambodia (ECCC) to deal with the multiple 
challenges of  involving traumatized survivors in courtroom criminal proceedings. 

We focus in particular on the ECCC’s first trial against Kaing Guek Eav alias Duch, the 
former chief  of  office “S-21” (the Khmer Rouge torture and interrogation facility at Tuol 
Sleng), “S-24” (the prison work camp at Prey Sar), and the Choeung Ek Killing Fields. 
That proceeding involved the active courtroom participation of  numerous survivors, 
including a handful of  witnesses and some of  the ninety Civil Party applicants379—
individuals who joined the criminal proceedings to allege injuries as a result of  Duch’s 
criminal conduct. Many described suffering from trauma during the Pol Pot years. We 
examine some of  the apparent immediate effects of  courtroom participation on those 
survivors and analyze the ECCC’s institutional efforts to balance the needs of  trauma 
survivors against other goals of  the criminal process, including the interests of  pursuing the 
truth, conducting efficient trials, and upholding rights of  the accused. 

We find that legal innovations developed by women’s and children’s rights advocates 
regarding retraumatization should be expanded to include other categories of  people who 

require protection, including anyone testifying about extreme abuse. Moreover, the Duch 
proceedings have underscored the fact that mass crimes courts must be equipped with the 
staff  and resources to administer meaningful psychological support for victims. It is 
unfortunate that the ECCC has not taken advantage of  offers to provide psychosocial 
training to judges and staff  thus far, and we strongly encourage them to do so as soon as 
possible. 

There is significant scholarly debate regarding the effects of  courtroom testimony—and 
participation in truth commissions—on trauma survivors. The available evidence is mixed, 
and the debate will be difficult to resolve without many more detailed empirical studies.380 
Nevertheless, key victims’ rights groups have argued that survivor participation has 
therapeutic potential.381 That argument has gained considerable currency among proponents 
of  transitional justice,382 and it encouraged the drafters of  the Rome Statute of  the 
International Criminal Court (ICC) to provide the first opportunity for victims to 
participate and seek reparations in international proceedings in addition to serving as 
witnesses.383 

The ECCC takes the ICC model one step further by enabling trauma survivors to participate 
in the pre-trial and trial process as Civil Parties.384 Unlike witnesses, Civil Parties have 
formal legal representatives who appear in the courtroom sessions beside the prosecutors. In 
the Duch case, the Court also reserved seats for selected Civil Parties at each hearing.385 Civil 
parties may also seek remedies; although the ECCC does not provide them with the prospect 
of  financial reparations, the Statute does allow for “collective and moral reparations.”386 The 
ECCC Civil Party mechanism in the Duch case thus offered certain victims a particularly 
deep and extended form of  participation in the courtroom process.387

The Pain of  Living with the Past
Mass atrocities leave deep physical and emotional scars on victims, and the Cambodian case 
is certainly no exception. Studies have shown that vast numbers of  survivors of  the Khmer 
Rouge regime suffer from post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and related mental and 
physical ailments, such as depression, alcoholism, and domestic abuse.388 Many Civil Parties 
who appeared before the ECCC—both survivors of  the prisons over which Duch presided 
and relatives who lost loved ones there—complained of  suffering acute emotional distress 
from trauma that they experienced during the Democratic Kampuchea period. Civil party 
Ly Hor described being “scared of  other people” and “mentally ill” as a result of  his severe 
beatings during the Khmer Rouge regime and said that he lived with “anger and 
traumatization.”389 Civil party Chhin Navy, who lost her husband at S-21, referred to 
herself  as “mentally ill” and expressed little interest in living. Ouk Neary, who was four 
years old when her father was detained at Tuol Sleng and then murdered, reported 
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experiencing suicidal thoughts much later in life:

[W]hen my son was three years old, when he was close to me and when my 
companion was speaking to me, I was thinking only of  one thing; was to break 
away, to extricate myself  from reality and jump out of  the window for reasons I 
could not fathom myself.390

Civil party Chum Sirath, who lost two brothers and a sister-in-law in S-21, described 
survivors’ emotional dichotomy of  wanting both to remember and to forget:

I have struggled constantly every day and night not to forget the suffering, the 
misery of  my siblings because this is my obligation for the dead ones. However, at 
the same time I have tried to forget, to forget that because I also have the obligation 
for the survivors who are living with me. The feelings that I have on both sides have 
been continuing for 34 years. I could not separate the two feelings, or which side 
should I choose and forget the other one?391

He pointed out that while the stories shared by Civil Parties differed, they all “had the same 
point; that is the despair, the despair and the feeling of  not understanding of  what happened 
and the sorry and the pain which happened with us for more than 30 years.”392 Indeed, 
almost all Civil Parties demanded to know the truth, sought explanations for abuses 
committed against them or their family members, and asked about the fate of  lost loved 
ones.393

Cathartic Courtroom Experiences
Arguments that courtroom participation benefits trauma victims are based on the notion 
that both justice and truth-telling are conducive to coping with psychological injuries. Some 
analysts argue that seeing justice done can help victims heal after they have suffered serious 
rights violations.394 In addition, some contend that victim participation can be therapeutic 
by giving victims an opportunity to express their suffering, win acknowledgment (and 
perhaps modest reparations), and build a sense of  solidarity and empowerment with other 
survivors.395 Dr. Yael Danieli has found that “the ability to participate actively in the 
proceedings . . . may assist victims to take back control of  their lives and to ensure that their 
voices are heard, respected, and understood.”396 

For example, asked why she felt able to speak of  her experiences at Tuol Sleng and Prey Sar, 
a witness who had had difficulty testifying a few days previously stated, “I tried to make 
myself  strong in order to find justice for my parents, my siblings[,] and my uncles today.”397 
Witness Bou Thon, speaking of  her abject grief  at the loss of  her family and her (thus far 

failed) efforts to forgive and forget, likewise emphasized, “I tried to be here at the Court to 
find justice for my husband and my children.”398 In response to a question asking how he 
copes mentally with the torture he suffered at Tuol Sleng, Chum Mey said that he pays 
attention to the Court and “would really like the court to find justice.”399

 
One refrain in the proceedings was the momentousness of  victims’ opportunity to express 
themselves directly to Duch—often to reject his pleas for forgiveness. For example, Ou 
Kamela, the daughter of  an S-21 victim, said in a letter read in Court, “On behalf  of  my 
father, I refuse to express the slightest amount of  pity. On behalf  of  my father, I request that 
justice be handed down.”400 

Some victim-participants expressed optimism that participation in ECCC proceedings 
could help them heal from trauma, both by delivering justice and enabling them to engage 
in truth-telling. Chum Mey was among the most explicit, saying:

My feeling, after I received the summons to appear before this Chamber, was so 
exciting, so happy. I was so clear in my mind that I would testify to shed light 
before this Chamber, to tell the truth. I felt so relieved. If  I were not able to come 
before this Court to testify…my mind [would be] so disturbed, so bothering, and 
I wanted to get it out of  my chest.401 

Ouk Neary also expressed the desire to achieve catharsis through truth-telling by quoting 
the documentary film-maker Rithy Panh, “The older you become, the more the history of  
the genocide comes back to you in an insidious way, a bit like a poison that has been distilled 
into your body bit by bit. The only way to relieve things is to testify.”402

S-21 survivor Bou Meng said that he had sought and received psychological counseling and 
medication, but found coming to the ECCC emotionally difficult, “I [could] not even eat 
my lunch today because I was overwhelmed.”403 Nevertheless, he said toward the end of  his 
testimony, “[M]y chest seems to be lighter. [After a]ll my statements to the Judges and to 
the lawyers and the rest, I [feel] much better now.”404

Risks of  Retraumatization
The evidence that courtroom participation helps traumatized survivors heal is subject to 
much dispute. A number of  qualitative studies suggest that confronting tormentors in a 
formal judicial setting can re-traumatize victims and at least temporarily set back their 
recovery.405 Confronting abusers can be frightening, and challenges and clarifying questions 
from judges and defense counsel can make traumatized witnesses feel that they are on trial 
rather than their tormentors. For example, during the Duch trial, defense counsel twice 
reminded a Civil Party of  her oath to speak the truth while demanding to know why the 
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number of  siblings she mentioned in her complaint and her testimony were inconsistent.406 
This appears to have unsettled the victim, who had already required courtroom support 
from the Transcultural Psychosocial Organization (TPO), a group working with the ECCC 
to provide mental health services. Moreover, victims’ ability to participate is circumscribed 
by the judicial forum, where victims are constrained to providing information that is legally 
relevant instead of  what they consider to be significant and the order and pacing of  their 
accounts are controlled.407  

Recalling past abuses, even ones from so many years ago, can itself  cause anguish. Many 
survivors who spoke at the Duch trial emphasized the difficulty of  revisiting the past, saying 
that speaking and hearing about the Khmer Rouge brought back traumatic memories. Civil 
party Chum Mey, a survivor of  S-21, said, “I cry every night. Every time I hear people talk 
about Khmer Rouge, it reminds me of  my [deceased] wife and kids. I am like a mentally ill 
person now.”408 Chin Met, who survived beatings and other abuses at Prey Sar, said that in 
general, “I do not want to talk about my suffering to anybody or to my family members 
because every time I recall I suffer emotionally.”409

A number of  international authorities have emphasized the need for sensitivity to trauma 
victims in the courtroom. The UN Economic and Social Council has issued guidelines on 
protections for child victims and witnesses,410 the UN Special Rapporteur on violence 
against women has encouraged courts to establish victim and witness units with expertise in 
trauma related to sexual violence,411 and the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights 
has endorsed both positions.412 

Other internationalized criminal tribunals have acknowledged the possibility of  
retraumatization and have sometimes taken this risk into account when issuing decisions. In 
the Nsabimana case, the International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda (ICTR) denied the 
defendant’s motion for a separate trial and affirmed the appropriateness of  a joint trial both 
to increase efficiency and to “avoid the unnecessary pressure and trauma caused to victims 
and other witnesses who may be repeatedly called upon to testify in separate trials.”413 
Prosecutors and defense attorneys have also invoked the risk of  retraumatization to justify 
motions to make special arrangements for certain witnesses or keep them from being 
recalled.414 

The ICC has been more explicit and forward-leaning than the ad hoc ICTR and International 
Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia (ICTY) tribunals. The ICC Trial Chamber has 
held that “there are particular special[] needs to be taken into account for child and elderly 
victims, victims with disabilities, and victims of  sexual and gender violence when they are 
participating in the proceedings,” and chambers may order “special measures to facilitate 
[their] testimony.”415 The Chamber also held that “protective measures are not favours but 

instead are the rights of  victims.”416 Notably, the ICC Statute includes a provision indicating 
that special protective measures shall be implemented for victims of  sexual violence or child 
victims or witnesses.417 Thus, at the ICC, the defense bears the burden of  showing that such 
protective measures should not apply.418 Importantly, however, the Trial Chamber did 
acknowledge the need to balance such measures against the rights of  the accused, particularly 
when considering requests for witness anonymity.419 

Given the time elapsed since the demise of  the Democratic Kampuchea regime, none of  the 
witnesses or Civil Parties in the Duch trial was still a child at the time of  the proceedings. 
Many Civil Parties were women, but allegations of  sexual violence were not prominent in 
the case. Some Civil Parties were elderly and could merit special protective measures on that 
basis, but most did not fit neatly into the categories of  vulnerable victims singled out by the 
ICC, other internationalized courts, and UN authorities. In that sense, the Duch trial 
exposed a blind spot in the existing normative regime for victim protection.

Facing the Accused
Confrontations between survivors and the defendant present special risks of  retraumatization, 
especially in cases involving acts of  violence committed by the accused against the victim in 
question. International courts have tried to address this issue. The ICC does not explicitly 
protect victims from confrontations with the accused, but its Rules of  Procedure and 
Evidence do require judges to be “vigilant in controlling the manner of  questioning a 
witness or victim so as to avoid any harassment or intimidation,” particularly in cases of  
sexual violence.420 The ICTY and ICTR enable chambers to adopt protective measures, 
such as one-way closed circuit television screens or partitions in the courtroom, as the 
ICTY used in the Delali  and Tadi  cases.421 The Special Court of  Sierra Leone (SCSL) also 
enables witnesses to testify behind screens or from outside of  the courtroom for similar 
reasons, and the court used that measure when involving child witnesses in the Sesay trial.422 
The SCSL Trial Chamber also acknowledged, however, that the use of  screens and similar 
devices needs to be balanced against the accused’s right to a fair and public hearing.423 

The Duch trial provided further evidence of  the difficulty that some survivors have facing the 
accused. In at least one instance at the ECCC, a potential Civil Party refrained from joining 
the proceedings out of  fear of  retraumatization. Hav Sophea, whose father was detained at 
S-21 and sent to the Killing Fields, explained that her mother was unwilling to be a Civil 
Party because “she does not want to face the accused.”424

Duch’s active engagement in the trial—as if  he were his own expert witness—and freedom 
to comment in detail on the merits of  each witness’ account likely made testifying even more 
stressful.425 While witness Bou Thon was on the stand, Duch issued a compelling and 
detailed confession, apparently moved by what he saw as her straightforward testimony, her 
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bravery in speaking, and her obvious suffering and pain.426 Hearing the confession upset 
Bou Thon, who broke down, and a Civil Party lawyer requested that the Trial Chamber 
make Duch stop speaking. The Trial Chamber refused.427 This was a prime example of  how 
the interests of  the legal process—here, the interest of  obtaining Duch’s full expression of  
remorse—sometimes cut against the interests of  sparing an individual victim from emotional 
distress. 

Hearing Graphic Details of  Crimes
Graphic courtroom depiction of  crimes can also heighten the risk of  retraumatization. For 
some Civil Parties in the Duch case, observing the proceedings brought on considerable 
emotional distress. Seventy-year-old Civil Party Im Sunthy, whose husband was an S-21 
victim, said, “[I]t has been more than 30 years, but time only intensifies my grief. I have 
never been happy[,] and I have been terrified and living with trauma.”428 Her testimony had 
to be rescheduled because she passed out during the testimony of  another Civil Party. She 
explained:

When I come to these hearings to be part—to observe the hearings at this Tribunal, 
I have visualized the brutality of  the regime, and when [Civil Party] Robert Hamill 
put the photo of  the person who was seen struggling in a pool of  blood, it really 
shocked me, because I could imagine how difficult life could have been for my 
husband at that time, and I could not really control my feeling at that time, and 
[so] I passed out.429 

Such episodes again present dilemmas for judges and prosecutors because details that 
unsettle survivors may in some cases be important in articulating the case for conviction and 
the magnitude of  the crimes alleged.430 The vulnerability of  victims who are showed graphic 
evidence of  past crimes underscores the need for psychological support inside and outside 
of  the courtroom—a topic addressed later in this chapter. Judges and prosecutors should 
also be attuned to this possibility and take precautionary measures, such as providing for the 
ongoing presence of  psychological support staff.431 

Having Veracity Questioned
Retraumatization may also occur when the truth of  a victim’s account is questioned. As 
Jamie O’Connell has noted, “Judicial proceedings may challenge victims’ account of  what 
happened, and thereby exacerbate their loneliness, alienation, confusion about what 
happened, and sense that they might be responsible for the horrors that befell them.”432 
During the Democratic Kampuchea period, as often happens in times of  upheaval, many 
people’s family records and photos were lost or destroyed, making formal legal proof  of  
events difficult. As a consequence, during the Duch trial there were numerous instances when 
the defense challenged victims’ stories due to a lack of  documentation.

Civil party Lay Chan, an alleged survivor of  S-21, said, “I never talk about my past 
experience. And it has been kept in my mind for so long, and every time it bursts out, I feel 
stuck.”433 Due to a lack of  documentary support, Duch’s defense lawyers challenged the 
veracity of  Lay’s claim that he had survived imprisonment at S-21.434 At least in this instance, 
however, the national defense lawyer notably exercised care in doing so, adding, “I don’t 
really contest your suffering during the Khmer Rouge regime.”435 

During the S-21 trial, the primary source of  documentation was the S-21 archive, originally 
compiled by Duch and with which he exhibited expert familiarity, putting witnesses in the 
disturbing position of  having their veracity judged by the accused. For example, at trial, 
child survivor Norng Chanphal testified about his experiences at S-21. Duch responded by 
admitting that his mother and siblings had suffered, but expressed doubt that they had been 
detained at S-21 because there were no documents filed attesting to their detention there. 
Regarding Norng Chanphal’s father, Duch said, “[B]efore I saw this piece of  document, I 
thought his father would have died somewhere else, at another security office, however, with 
this document I acknowledge that his father suffered and died in Tuol Sleng...”436 When the 
prosecution later submitted Chanphal’s mother’s S-21 biography into evidence. Duch said, 
“I accept this document that it belongs to the S-21 document and also the handwriting.”437 

When the Duch verdict was announced, the Trial Chamber also ruled on whether the 
admitted Civil Parties had proved that they were victims of  harm as a consequence of  
Duch’s actions. The claims of  two Civil Parties who asserted that they have been detained 
and tortured at S-21 were rejected due in large part to a lack of  corroborating documentary 
evidence.438 Several Civil Parties who claimed to have lost relatives at S-21 were likewise 
denied recognition on this basis.439 

According to research conducted by the Transcultural Psychosocial Organization, the day 
after the verdict reading, those Civil Parties who were rejected “reacted with intense 
emotional distress” and viewed it as shameful and a personal failure “as they could not fulfill 
the felt obligation to seek justice for the spirits of  their relatives.”440 One Case 001 Civil 
Party said, “I feel so exhausted. I feel pain in my head, in my chest. I feel so much ashamed. 
I am here to find justice for my mother, who was killed at S-21. In the past, no one could 
understand my suffering. Now I smile, but inside there is a lot of  pain.”441 Significantly, the 
trauma went beyond those rejected. A Civil Party applicant in Case 002 expressed 
apprehension about his future participatory role, “We lost all evidence, because the prisons 
were destroyed right after the regime...We were so painful, but now we are painful again. I 
am suffering; I feel so much pain.”442 

As discussed above, judicial proceedings can affect victims’ emotional well-being in a variety 
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of  ways. The converse is also true: survivors’ emotional states can have important impacts 
on the proceedings by affecting their testimony and disrupting the trial. At times, revisiting 
traumatic memories may lead survivors to become confused or to suffer from memory loss. 
Emotional distress can give rise to anger or accusations that threaten the impartial tenor of  
the proceedings. Lastly, traumatized witnesses frequently (and understandably) break down 
or veer away from specific discussion of  the defendant’s alleged culpable conduct, challenging 
the efficiency of  the trial and at least potentially prejudicing the proceedings against the 
accused. The ECCC has had to deal with all of  these issues to some extent, seeking to 
balance the rights of  trauma survivors against other important interests.

Inaccurate or Confused Testimony
Concerns about the reliability of  testimony sometimes exist when trauma survivors take the 
stand. Ample scientific research has shown that victims of  trauma often experience significant 
memory impairment after suffering severe emotional distress.443 This may include losses of  
general memory function or the “dissociation” of  traumatic memories into incoherent 
parts. Victims sometimes experience vivid flashbacks but have difficulty articulating what 
they are thinking and feeling.444 This has obvious relevance in a criminal proceeding. 
Ironically, the very seriousness of  the injury a victim suffers may impair his or her ability to 
recount the offense in an accurate and credible manner. The result can be a courtroom 
exchange that casts doubt on the victim’s credibility and the defendant’s culpability. 
Incongruent testimony raises the risk that guilty offenders will go free (or that defendants 
will be wrongly convicted) and complicates the effort to arrive at a definitive truth about 
episodes of  mass atrocity.  

The possibility that trauma impairs the accuracy of  a witness’s testimony has been raised at 
other tribunals. The very first witness in the Lubanga case at the ICC began to describe his 
experiences as a child soldier in Lubanga’s Congolese militia but quickly recanted his 
testimony, later explaining, “A lot of  things went through my mind. I got angry and wasn’t 
able [to testify.]”445 The episode precipitated a debate on the extent to which vulnerable 
victims should be prepared for the courtroom environment—a proposition that risks 
jeopardizing the rights of  the accused if  preparation veers into coaching witnesses.446

At the ICTY, the defense in the Furundžija case challenged a witness on the basis that PTSD 
impaired her ability to recall events correctly and that her testimony should therefore be 
expunged.447 In the Aloys Simba case at the ICTR, defense lawyers sought to exclude the 
testimony of  Witness KS, arguing that “the witness appeared visibly upset and traumatized, 
which calls into question her capacity to testify, including the validity of  her oath and the 
reliability of  her recollections.”448 In both cases, the defense challenges were unsuccessful, as 
the courts found insufficient evidence that trauma had in fact impaired the reliability of  the 
witnesses on the most crucial facts.449 

The ICTY went even further in the Kunarac case, overlooking “minor discrepancies” among 
young witnesses alleging unlawful detention and sexual abuse due to the passage of  time:

[T]he experiences which the witnesses underwent were traumatic for them at the 
time, and they cannot reasonably be expected to recall the minutiae of  the particular 
incidents charged, such as the precise sequence, or the exact dates and times, of  the 
events they have described.450 

Thus, in certain cases, the appearance of  trauma can lead courts to give witnesses (or Civil 
Parties) the benefit of  the doubt rather than concluding that their testimony is unreliable.

In a few instances, Civil Party accounts at the ECCC have been inconsistent. The testimony 
of  Civil Party Ly Hor was particularly confused. A confession transcript from S-21 provides 
strong evidence that Ly Hor was in fact a survivor of  the prison at Tuol Sleng, as he alleged. 
He had difficulty, however, understanding questions from lawyers and judges in the 
courtroom, and his disjointed oral testimony contradicted his written statement. Judge 
Silvia Cartwright lamented, “This Civil Party has been very poorly prepared for this 
morning’s experience.”451 Afterward, Ly Hor said he did not know what happened during 
trial; he had become confused and could not think clearly.452 Even though there were 
documents submitted attesting that someone named “Ear Hor”—the name Ly Hor 
allegedly went by at the time—was detained at S-21, in its judgment the Trial Chamber 
expressed doubt whether they were one and the same person, and thus found Ly Hor’s Civil 
Party application inadmissible.453 

Civil party Chin Met suggested that her trauma was impairing her memory. She said, 
“Emotionally I am more forgetful now. I remember less at present . . . sometimes I [have 
been] blamed that because I think of  the Khmer Rouge past a lot that’s why I am now more 
forgetful.”454 She did not specify whether her impairment related to short-term memory 
loss or memories from the DK era. Although defense lawyers did point out discrepancies 
between her testimony and written statement,455 her Civil Party status was nevertheless 
recognized in the judgment.456

Emotional Testimony: Concerns about Fairness and Efficiency
In addition to concerns about reliability, emotional testimony also raises issues related to 
the overall tenor and length of  the courtroom proceedings. The interest in victim 
participation does not exist in isolation; it must be balanced against the defendant’s right to 
a fair and speedy trial.457 In some instances, trauma survivors experience powerful emotions 
that lead them to express rage or distress in the courtroom or to give lengthy accounts of  
their personal experiences and pain. While their outbursts or digressions may be 
understandable and morally justified, they can consume a considerable amount of  time, lead 
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away from relevant facts, and jeopardize the impartiality of  the courtroom atmosphere. 
Trials are not truth commissions, and fairness requires focusing on the guilt or innocence 
of  the accused.458

One risk of  emotional testimony is that it may bias the proceedings against the accused by 
appealing to impulses for revenge. In a number of  instances, Civil Parties addressed Duch 
angrily during the trial. Chum Mey said, “So I would like to tell this to Duch; that Duch 
did not beat me personally, directly, otherwise he would not have the day to see the sunlight. 
I would just like to be frank.”459 Robert Hamill, whose brother Kerry was killed at S-21, 
expressed his desire to see Duch suffer the type of  anguish he inflicted on others:

Duch, at times I’ve wanted to smash you—to use your words—in the same way 
that you smashed so many others. At times, I’ve imagined you shackled, starved, 
whipped[,] and clubbed viciously—viciously. I have imagined your scrotum 
electrified, being forced to eat your own faeces, being nearly drowned, and having 
your throat cut. I have wanted that to be your experience, your reality. I have 
wanted you to suffer the way you made Kerry and so many others.460 

Trial Chamber President Nil Nonn politely, but consistently reprimanded Civil Parties for 
issuing verbal attacks on Duch. For example, he asked Hamill to refrain from using harsh 
words toward the defendant, explaining that the courtroom was not the appropriate venue 
“for any revenge or abusive words.”461 He asked Neth Phally to “avoid using this venue as 
the place where you seek vengeance.”462 He reminded Civil Party Chum Sirath to “control 
your emotion” and “focus on the facts,” rejecting the argument by Sirath’s Civil Party lawyer 
that Sirath’s outburst was “part of  the process of  coping with the suffering...[and] is part 
of  the story that he wants to tell ...”463 President Nil explained his reasoning:

The Chamber of  course acknowledges your emotion, your feeling and the suffering 
which you have been bearing for so many years, and the Chamber tries not to 
interrupt your statement...[but] the main focus of  our proceedings is to find 
justice. It is not the opportunity to make revenge or to affront anybody, including 
the accused.464

In addition to changing the dynamics of  courtroom discourse, emotional testimony can 
present efficiency concerns. In the Duch trial, some trauma victims found it difficult to 
testify in a concise and coherent fashion. President Nil acknowledged that difficulty when 
addressing Civil Party Bou Meng, who broke down when speaking of  his torture at Tuol 
Sleng. Nil said:

Uncle Meng, please try to recompose yourself  so that you would have the 
opportunity to tell your story. As you have stated, you have been waiting for this 
opportunity to tell your accounts, your experience[,] and the sufferings that you 
received from those unjust acts; from the torture committed by the Khmer Rouge, 
as well as the ill treatment on your wife. So please try to be strong, recompose 
yourself  so that you are in a better position to recount what they did on you so that 
the public and the Chamber who are participating in this proceeding or the 
Cambodian people as a whole as well as the international community to hear, to 
understand the acts committed by the Khmer Rouge clique on you and that they 
would express the pityness on you as you received those ill treatment from them. 
So do not let your emotion overwhelm you. So try to grab the opportunity to tell 
your accounts to the Chamber as well as to the public. Uncle Meng, do you 
understand what I said?465 

When Civil Party Lay Chan was asked what he did when he was thirsty, but dared not ask 
for water, Lay responded, “I cannot respond to the question” and broke down before 
completing another sentence. The Trial Chamber president asked Lay to “try to collect 
[him]self ” and asked if  he needed time to re-compose. Lay paused before recounting that 
he had to drink his own urine.466 Civil party lawyers argued on a number of  occasions for 
the Court to provide more time for their clients to cope with the emotional difficulty of  the 
experience and to compose themselves. The judges explained that they would endeavor to 
do so within the time limitations.467 

The judges in the Duch trial also had to manage the desire of  some witnesses and Civil 
Parties to speak broadly about their families’ suffering during the Pol Pot era. In a few cases, 
Civil Parties provided eulogies for their lost loved ones,468 departing from facts specifically 
related to S-21.469 For example, Civil Party Touch Monin was cutoff  by the defense because 
he recounted a long story of  his family’s evacuation from Phnom Penh instead of  events 
related to the accused and the harm he suffered as a result.470 These digressions were not 
necessarily caused by trauma, but awareness that most testifying survivors had experienced 
trauma likely made it more difficult for judges and attorneys to impose limits without 
appearing callous. Indeed, efforts by the judges to explain the parameters of  the proceedings, 
perhaps inevitably, sounded cold and mechanistic.471

Striking the right balance can be difficult. If  judges interview witnesses in draconian fashion 
or allow lawyers to do so, they risk re-traumatizing survivors and compromising the public 
legitimacy needed to make any transitional justice mechanism successful. If  judges are too 
laissez faire, they run the danger of  presiding over a process that loses credibility for another 
reason—it appears to privilege the emotional accounts of  survivors over the hard facts 
needed to establish the defendants’ culpability.
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The challenge of  managing emotional testimony or digressions will likely be even greater in 
Case 002. The Duch trial involved a defendant who essentially entered a guilty plea, but still 
took nine months, including six months of  in-court proceedings. Much of  that time was 
spent on the twenty-four witnesses and twenty-two Civil Parties interviewed—before they 
testified, during their courtroom appearances, and in subsequent review of  their testimony. 
In Case 002, the joint trial of  four senior Khmer Rouge leaders who deny guilt, many more 
witnesses and Civil Parties will take part. All of  the defendants are elderly and in ill health, 
and the trial will have to be managed efficiently if  a judgment is to be rendered while they 
are still able to stand trial. Justice will likely be in tension with the desire to enable each 
witness to tell his or her story in detail.

The experience of  the ECCC to date suggests a number of  important lessons related to 
trauma in the courtroom. It has reinforced what many other trials have demonstrated: in the 
aftermath of  mass atrocities, victim participation in legal proceedings is an emotionally 
difficult process. Some degree of  retraumatization is inevitable, and courts need to put 
measures in place to deal with its effects on both victims and the course of  the proceedings. 
The Duch trial also showed that retraumatization is by no means limited to children or 
women who suffered sexual violence. Advocates for women’s and children’s rights have been 
pioneers in demanding that internationalized courts take due account of  trauma. The 
resulting legal innovations, however, have tended to draw too sharp a distinction between 
the types of  people who merit protection and those who do not. Courts should be cognizant 
of  the special vulnerability of  some groups of  victims, but should also have the authority 
(and indeed the obligation) to put in place protections for other victims when special 
circumstances dictate. 

At the same time, the Duch trial provided regular reminders that the needs of  victims do not 
exist in isolation. They sometimes clash with other compelling interests, such as the 
prosecution’s quest to build a focused and consistent narrative and the defendant’s right to 
a fair and speedy trial. As this chapter has shown, international criminal courts have generally 
considered victims’ rights when ruling on the credibility of  witnesses and their requests for 
special courtroom protections. This likely reflects both the normative dispositions of  the 
judges and the pressure applied by victims’ advocacy groups. Courts have been explicit, 
however, about the balancing act they must undertake and have often denied requests for 
anonymous testimony and other measures that could unduly bias proceedings against the 
defense. 

In the Duch trial, the ECCC did not confront the need to offer in-court protective measures—
partly due to the lapse of  time and diminution of  the Khmer Rouge threat— or the need 
to substantially restrict the time allowed for victim testimony. It, however, will face greater 

challenges in balancing victim protection against the rights of  the accused in Case 002. In 
particular, the sheer number of  Civil Parties and victim witnesses in that case and the 
advanced age of  the defendants will add to the urgency of  the proceedings, making time of  
the essence.472 Judges will need to strike a difficult balance between the desire of  victims to 
tell their stories and the need to focus on the criminal charges at hand. The prosecution’s 
successful effort to charge the four defendants as part of  a “joint criminal enterprise” may 
alleviate that tension to some degree, because it permits the prosecutors to paint a picture 
of  broad and systemic abuse. The ECCC Trial Chamber will still need to be more demanding 
of  witnesses and Civil Parties than it was in the Duch trial. As a consequence, training for 
judges and lawyers on trauma-related issues and psycho-social support for witnesses and 
Civil Parties will be that much more essential.

The Importance of  Training Judges and Lawyers
The difficulty of  managing trauma effectively in the courtroom underscores the need for 
judicial sensitivity to the issue. Training of  judges and lawyers working on mass crimes cases 
is a key part of  the answer. Numerous national and international development agencies are 
now engaged in judicial training, sometimes assisting special criminal courts like the Special 
Iraqi Tribunal.473 ECCC judges attended a number of  legal training sessions organized by 
the UN Development Program before they took up their roles on the bench.474 They, 
however, have rejected offers for psycho-social training.475 Judicial training is not easy in 
courts like the ECCC, because the background of  judges varies widely. Some require 
relatively basic instruction. Others require more, and trainers usually have limited time to 
devote to complex and nuanced issues such as how to optimize the goals of  victims’ rights 
and the conduct of  a fair trial. 

Nevertheless, the experience of  the Duch trial shows that even a modest amount of  exposure 
and learning can make a significant difference. Initially, President Nil Nonn of  the ECCC 
Trial Chamber was criticized for appearing insensitive to the suffering of  testifying Civil 
Parties. He and the other trial judges, however, quickly, if  a bit gruffly, made an effort to 
handle such episodes more adroitly. For example, the President was criticized for repeatedly 
admonishing Chum Mey to compose himself  (e.g., “Uncle Mey, please recompose yourself. 
This is the time we are conducting our trial.”)476 Afterward, he apparently sought advice 
about how to handle such situations more appropriately in the future.477 The next day when 
Bou Meng became overwhelmed, instead of  merely hurrying him along, Nil Nonn made a 
lengthy speech in which he acknowledged Bou Meng’s suffering and told him to be strong 
and “grab the opportunity” to share his story.478 Nil Nonn’s adaptation is to be commended, 
but going forward the judges should accept training before encountering traumatized 
witnesses in the courtroom. Indeed, due to its potential for reducing retraumatization of  
victims and for ensuring a fair trial for the accused, such training should be automatically 
provided to the judges and staff  at mass-crimes tribunals.
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Support for Traumatized Courtroom Participants
Finally, the ECCC proceedings have underscored the fact that courts need to be equipped 
with the staff  and resources to administer meaningful psychological support for victims. 
This is relevant to the protection of  victims and has the potential to help manage the 
courtroom proceedings, because victims who are well supported are more likely to be able 
to offer composed and consistent testimony.

Advocates for women’s rights have been influential in advancing measures to provide such 
services, especially in the context of  violent sex offenses.479 The ICTR Witness Support and 
Protection Programme and ICTY Victims and Witnesses Section provide psychological 
counseling to witnesses, focusing on trauma survivors.480 The SCSL Rules of  Procedure and 
Evidence provide that its Witnesses and Victims Section be staffed by experts in trauma 
related to sexual violence.481 

The architects of  the ICC likewise provided for a Victims and Witnesses Unit (VWU), 
which has staff  members who specialize in trauma, psychological counseling, and crisis 
intervention.482 In addition to out-of-court counseling, the VWU has the authority to 
assign staffers to support children through all stages of  the proceedings, “in particular 
traumatized children.”483 It is tasked with familiarizing witnesses with the courtroom 
environment to dampen anxiety and with accompanying them during testimony if  
required.484

The ECCC also set up a Witness and Experts Support Unit (WESU) and a Victims’ 
Support Section (VSS). WESU assists all persons who testify in court proceedings and, like 
the VSS, consults with the Co-Investigating Judges and Chambers about the appropriateness 
of  protective measures.485 The VSS, however, is the primary intermediary between Civil 
Parties or their representatives and the Court. Among its other responsibilities, the VSS is 
tasked with supporting the attendance of  Civil Parties in court proceedings.486 Although no 
ECCC provisions mention psychosocial support,487 the ECCC website states that the VSS 
is responsible for its provision.488 In practice, this work is undertaken entirely by the 
Transcultural Psychosocial Organization, which signed a memorandum of  understanding 
with the Court in 2007.489 TPO services for the Court include training ECCC staff  and 
provision of  “psychological briefing prior to the proceedings, monitoring participants’ 
mental health condition, offering emotional support during the trial[,] and debriefing after 
the proceedings.”490 

For example, a representative from TPO was asked to sit beside Chum Neou, a Civil Party 
who survived S-24, while she testified at the Trial Chamber. She said:

It is extremely difficult. It’s indescribable. I can recall one event after another[,] and 

this is the first time after 32 years that I start talking. And every time now when I 
think of  that event, my tears keep flowing.491 

A TPO representative also sat beside Civil Party Nam Mon when she testified. Her lawyers 
cautioned that Nam Mon had never told her story before relating it to her lawyers shortly 
before the trial and that she was therefore “very excited, discomposed and nervous.”492 

The task of  ensuring that Civil Parties are not traumatized by their experiences at the Court 
also inevitably falls heavily on the Civil Party legal teams, again highlighting the importance 
of  providing lawyers with adequate training and information on how to refer troubled 
clients to trained medical professionals.493 It is their responsibility to explain the proceedings 
and prepare their clients for the often mystifying and at times disappointing moments of  a 
legal process. For example, before the Duch verdict was read, Civil Party Team 1 met with 
their clients to make clear that the Trial Chamber would likely reject some of  their 
applications in the final judgment. They also met with their clients afterward to explain why 
some of  them had in fact been rejected. This basic, but fundamental, task apparently helped 
soothe at least a few of  those rejected, who told the team that they understood and accepted 
that the decision was based on a lack of  documentation and not a belief  that they had not 
suffered harm.494 

Courts are not naturally equipped to deal with victims’ psychological challenges, and in 
many post-conflict environments (including Cambodia), there are relatively few professionals 
who specialize in trauma and can communicate with victims in their native tongues. 
Developing that capacity needs to be a major priority for the Cambodian ministries of  
health and education and for donors interested in helping survivors cope with the legacy of  
conflict and abuse. Moreover, in the budgetary tug-of-war that determines resource 
allocation for internationalized courts, psychological support units have tended to get short 
shrift. Measures for victims are generally popular among donor countries, but concerns 
about the overall cost and length of  proceedings abound, imposing broad constraints on 
courts’ capacities to provide the support that traumatized victims require. 

Ultimately, the jury is still out on whether victims inevitably benefit from participation in 
mass crimes trials, or if  the gap between their desire to speak and find the truth and the 
strictures of  the legal process is too wide to overcome the potential for retraumatization. 
Regardless of  the answer, it seems clear that victims will continue to seek opportunities to 
participate in trial proceedings. For many survivors, the impulse to seek justice and tell one’s 
story is powerful. One victim of  crimes in the former Yugoslavia found that although 
testifying at the ICTY “did nothing to calm his nightmares” he would absolutely do it 
again: “It is in the interest of  us all who survived the tortures to tell the truth, to tell the 
world what it was like.”495 To a considerable extent, this is why internationalized courts like 
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the ECCC were created. Further innovations and adaptations will be required to ensure that 
witnesses and Civil Parties in the ECCC’s second case and other internationalized 
proceedings are able to share their stories with minimum harm to themselves and minimum 
disruption to a fair and speedy trial.
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